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lips together
air explodes gently through your lips
tongue tip up at the front
air explodes gently when you pull your tongue away
Kk

tongue up at the back
air explodes gently when you pull your tongue away
lips together
air explodes through your lips
Dd

tongue tip up at the front
air explodes when you pull your tongue away
Gg

tongue up at the back
air explodes when you pull your tongue away
Ff

top teeth on bottom lip
blow gently
Th

tongue between your teeth
blow gently
tongue between your teeth
blow so your tongue vibrates
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teeth together at the front
air escapes through the teeth
Sh

teeth together at the front
lips pushed forward
Hh

mouth open
air escapes gently through your mouth
top teeth on bottom lip
blow so your bottom lip vibrates
teeth together at the front
air escapes through the teeth
feel your tongue vibrate
Zh

teeth together at the front
lips pushed forward
feel a buzz in your tongue
Ch

Teeth together at the front
air explodes gently as you pull your teeth apart
teeth together at the front
air explodes as your pull your teeth apart
Mm

lips together
air escapes through your nose
Nn

tongue tip up at the front
air escapes through your nose
Ng

tongue up at the back
air escapes through your nose
lips back
tongue pulled back slightly
Ww

lips pushed forward
tongue tip up at the front
RR

mouth open

tongue flat in the bottom of your mouth
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